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The 1998 Russian financial crisis was devastating …
2

Ruble savings became worthless

Inflation was 84% and food prices increased more than 100%

The majority of businesses stopped paying their workers.

43 million people (30%) 

below poverty line ($25 per 

month)



… but nothing compared to the damage Bitcoin could do
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Hyper-volatility of 

Bitcoin prices

Imagine a country where a house costs 100.000$ in 2010 and 

3 years later the same house costs 0,22$.



Fortunately, transaction volumes are low …
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… and it looks like it will not change in the short term
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mPesa (only in Kenya)

Bitcoin (worldwide)



Money

in the

Fourth Industrial Revolution
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The Fourth Industrial Revolution is coming

Enabled by “exponential” technologies like

Industrial IoT, Blockchain, BigData, Machine Learning and 3D printing.

Source: Forschungsunion, acatech, Abschlussbericht Arbeitskreis Industrie 4.0

Industrial

Internet of Things
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It will change the whole society

Source: Texas Instruments, ”The Internet of Things: Opportunities & Challenges”

https://www.ti.com/ww/en/internet_of_things/pdf/14-09-17-IoTforCap.pdf
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The world is becoming decentralized

Before Today Fourth Industrial 
Revolution
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Towards Platform Ecosystems
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Towards Platform Ecosystems
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Towards Platform Ecosystems
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Where is the money?

Smart Contracts

Retailer

Supply Chain
Smart Object
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Current money flows are slow, cumbersome and expensive



But Bitcoin is NOT the 

solution
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Utility Settlement Coin (USC)
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Fiat money natively in the Blockchain

CryptoEuro stored in
USC pseudo-central bank

BANK A BANK B

OTHER 

ENTITIES
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Used natively in Smart Contracts from other entities

CryptoEuro stored in
USC pseudo-central bank

BANK A BANK B

OTHER 

ENTITIES



The Fourth Industrial Revolution is coming, and the current 

banking systems and “money rails” are not ready for it
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Another example: near-real micro payments
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Relay



Another example: near-real micro payments
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Another example: near-real micro payments
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Conclusion
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Areas for further work going forward

Working with leading innovation communities and 

selected vendors to drive enterprise-grade readiness:

▪ Enterprise Ethereum Foundation: w JPM, BoNY, 

Fidelity, Microsoft, Cisco, and the core Ethereum 

community

▪ Global Payments Steering Group around Ripple/ILP: 

w BoA, Standard Chartered, Unicredit, Westpac, RBC 

and Sumitomo – driven by San UK’s engagement with 

Ripple

▪ Hyperledger with IBM and partners, as soon as it is 

ready

… as well as truly potentially game-changing initiatives, 

such as Opal/Enigma with MIT

Privacy

Scalability

Interoperability

Regulation

Governance

1

2

3

4

5



Conclusions
26

▪ Blockchain enables a new innovation paradigm by 

“extending the core banking system” to a decentralized

network, enabling innovation outside core banking systems in 

a much cheaper and faster way, while preserving security.

▪ At a minimum, it can drive significant efficiency gains which 

will be a must to capture to stay competitive.

▪ Blockchain will enable competition from Fintechs, as it 

reduces the need for trust – it is crucial to anticipate and be 

prepared to compete on their turf!

▪ We want to play a leading role in the space.



Thanks!



Appendix:

Introduction to Blockchain



Let’s invent the Blockchain
29

We want to invent a Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash system 

without requiring a central authority

It will be based on “cryptocoins”:

• A long alphanumeric string, cryptographically secured and 

that can be stored and sent via electronic means

• It is the equivalent of cash in the digital world.



The problem of the “double spending”
30

How do we avoid somebody making a copy of the digital 

asset and sending it twice? 



Avoiding double spending
31

Easy!

Just make every transaction go through a third party which 

keeps track of balances of everybody!

Global ledger



Avoiding double spending without a third party
32

To avoid a third party, everybody has to keep track of every 

balance of everybody in the world, even those that are 

unrelated to us.

Distributed 
ledger

Distributed 
ledger

Distributed 
ledger

Distributed 
ledger



The Distributed Ledger
33

It is software that is run by each party, and that keeps track 

of the balances of each other party in the whole network.

Update 
local copy

Propagate 
update

Propagate 
update

Propagate 
update

Any local copy has the 
whole set of balances of 
everybody



Protecting the Distributed Ledger from the bad guys
34

The Ledger is protected from fraudulent transactions by two 

complementary mechanisms:

Update 
local copy

Propagate 
update

Propagate 
update

Propagate 
update

1 . Insertions to the Ledger 
must be authorized by the 
whole network using a 
“Consensus algorithm”

2 . The Ledger is stored in a 
tamper-resistant format 
known as Blockchain



New “proposed” transactions are sent to all participants, and 

there is a voting process to accept or reject those 

transactions

New 
fraudulent 
transaction

Rejected

RejectedRejected

The system works if 
there are more “good 
guys” than “bad guys”. 

X

X
X

Creating new transactions requires consensus



Transactions

Fingerprint of 
previous block

Transactions Transactions

Fingerprint of 
previous block

Transactions

Fingerprint of 
previous block

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4

The Blockchain is a set of blocks chained together using strong 
cryptography.

Each block includes a set of transactions, which are validated and inserted at 
the same time, for performance reasons.

Each block includes also the cryptographic fingerprint of the previous block.

Time flows to the right
PAST FUTURE

The Blockchain: a chain of blocks



Transactions

Fingerprint of 
previous block

Transactions Transactions

Fingerprint of 
previous block

Transactions

Fingerprint of 
previous block

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4

Modifying this transaction ... implies recalculating ALL subsequent blocks

Older blocks are safer than newer ones

The Blockchain is tamper-resistant



Distributed 
ledger

Distributed 
ledger

Distributed 
ledger

…
MOVE 5 coins FROM Account_1 TO Account_2
MOVE 23 coins FROM Account_5 TO Account_8
MOVE 11 coins FROM Account_2 TO Account_9
...

✓ Immutable: nobody can change transactions already 
confirmed

✓ Transparent: everybody has a copy of the whole history

✓ Autonomous: transactions are executed without requiring a 
third party

Now we have our Electronic Cash system without central 

authority

Sample Ledger



Distributed 
ledger

Distributed 
ledger

Distributed 
ledger

IF This_Event_Happens THEN Do_This
IF Another_Event_Happens THEN Do_Another_Thing

RECALCULATE Formula

UPDATE Contract_State

Imagine we get a real-world multi-party agreement and transcribe it 
to this special programming language.

The Ledger then:
- Stores the current contract state (not just a balance)
- Executes the logic and stores all contract state changes since 

beginning of the contract

What if we make the Ledger “programmable”?



Distributed 
ledger

Distributed 
ledger

Distributed 
ledger

The Smart Contract is stored in the Blockchain, so:

✓ Is transparent and agreed by all participants

✓ Immutable: nobody can change it after it is confirmed

✓ Autonomous: contract logic is executed without requiring a 
third party

We get the “Smart contracts”

IF This_Event_Happens THEN Do_This
IF Another_Event_Happens THEN Do_Another_Thing

RECALCULATE Formula

UPDATE Contract_State



Distributed 
ledger

Distributed 
ledger

Distributed 
ledger

A “real” Smart contract



Blockchain servicesMembership 
services

Auditability

Identity 
management

Registration
Distributed 

ledger

Ledger 
storage

P2P protocol

Consensus 
services

Contract services

Secure 
registry

Secure 
container

There are different implementations of the Blockchain concept.

They have different approaches, tuned to specific use cases that 
they try to address

General architecture of a Blockchain
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Blockchain landscape
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Truthcoin

Counterparty

Omnilayer

Development of 

payment networks, 

smart contracts 

platforms or the 

registrations of 

events not linked 

to the value of a 

cryptocurrency

Payments/ 

investments linked 

to a cryptocurrency

Private networks based on 

consensus

Public networks based on 

“Proof of Work”
Permissioned 

networks offer 

important benefits to 

banks…

− The validators are 

known, so any risk of a 

51% attack does not 

apply

− Transactions are 

cheaper and faster, 

since they only need to 

be verified by a few 

nodes instead of 

thousand laptops

− Can easily manage 

other assets apart from 

the intrinsic coin used in 

the network

… But Permissionless 

networks still have 

their room for built-in 

applications (since they 

can resists attacks from 3rd 

party developers)


